
FUN ART
WITH
RECYCLING 
Kid's Artistic ideas and projects don't
always need new materials, which end
up half used in the trash. Let your
children explore their artistic sides
while also teaching them about the
importance of sustainability.

Unleash their creativity with
recycled items at home.
Recycling is not just about
separating paper, plastic, and
glass; it's about finding new
ways to repurpose and
reimagine everyday objects.
Such activities encourage
children to think outside the
box and see the artistic
potential in items that would
otherwise end up in the trash.It
encourages resourcefulness
and problem-solving skills. This
process not only sparks their
imagination but also teaches
them the value of reusing and
reducing waste.

Let's explore some
exciting art projects you
can embark on with your
children using recycled
materials:

1. Cardboard Creations: Gather cardboard boxes
and let your children's imagination run wild. They
can build forts, create puppets, design masks, or
construct 3D sculptures. The versatility of
cardboard allows for endless possibilities and hours
of creative fun.
2. Bottle Cap Mosaics: Collect colorful bottle caps
and create vibrant mosaics. Children can arrange
the caps to form patterns, pictures, or even words.
It's a fantastic way to teach them about colors,
shapes, and composition while repurposing
materials that would otherwise be discarded.
3. Magazine Collages: Old magazines are a
treasure trove of images and colors. Let your
children cut out their favorite pictures and words,
and then glue them onto a canvas or paper to
create collages. They can tell stories, express
emotions, or create abstract compositions – the
choice is theirs.
4. Create a recycled sculpture: Use old plastic
bottles, cardboard, and other discarded materials
to build a unique sculpture. Let your imagination
guide you as you assemble and transform these
items into a work of art.
5. Paint with recycled materials: Explore painting
with eco-friendly materials like natural dyes made
from fruits and vegetables or use old paintbrushes
and containers. Experiment with different
techniques and see how you can create beautiful
artwork using recycled supplies.
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So, gather your recycled materials, set up a
designated art area, and let children's creativity shine.
Encourage them to experiment, explore, and have fun
while making a positive impact on the environment.
Don't forget to share your child's creativity with the
world through childrensartmuseumofindia.com - a
platform for young artists to present their artistic side.
Sign up today!

Planet or Plastic?
By Dhwani R (Ernakulam)



ARTISTS OF THE MONTH
JUNE 2023
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Khadijah S
Age 01-05 Years

Dishi S
Age 06-10 Years

Shabadpreet S
Age 06-10 Years

Srijita K
Age 06-10 Years

Tanusri T
Age 11-15 Years

Kathika
Age 11-15 Years

Vani J
Age 16-18 Years

Vimal S
Age 16-18 Years

Anish S
Age 16-18 Years

Tisha C
Art Fest Winner

Apoorva V
Art Fest Winner

Swasti S
Art Fest Winner


